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Abstract

Percutaneous lumbar disc decompression (PLDD) has emerged as an effective and minimally invasive treatment option for
lumbar disc herniation. This review aims to provide pain specialists with a comparative overview of Iran’s commonly utilized
PLDD techniques: Laser, radiofrequency (RF), and quantum PLDD. The review discusses patient selection criteria, procedural
characteristics, and outcomes to facilitate informed clinical decision-making.
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1. Context

The management of lumbar disc herniation has
undergone a significant transformation with the advent
of percutaneous lumbar disc decompression (PLDD)
techniques, which offer less invasive alternatives to
traditional surgical interventions (1, 2). Among the
various PLDD methods, laser, RF, and quantum PLDD
have better clinical evidence. This review compares these
three techniques regarding patient selection criteria,
procedural characteristics, and outcomes.

2. Patient Selection

Successful outcomes in PLDD procedures rely
on careful patient selection, as different techniques
may be more suitable for specific patient profiles.
While the general criteria for patient selection remain
consistent across the three methods, there are nuanced
considerations:

- Laser PLDD: Laser PLDD is often favored by patients
with contained disc herniations, mild-to-moderate
symptoms, and a preference for minimally invasive
interventions. It may be particularly well-suited for
patients with smaller disc protrusions (3, 4). However,
patients with larger herniations or extrusions may have
lower success rates with laser PLDD.

- Radiofrequency (RF) PLDD: The RF PLDD is commonly
employed for patients with contained disc herniations,
but itmaybepreferred for thosewith largerherniations or
extrusions that require more substantial tissue shrinkage
(2, 5). Additionally, RF PLDD may be the preferred choice
for patients who are not ideal candidates for laser-based
interventions due to anatomical considerations or
personal preferences.

- Quantum PLDD: Quantum PLDD, a relatively new
technique, requires further research to establish
comprehensive patient selection criteria. However,
its enhanced precision and controlled tissue removal
capabilities make it potentially suitable for a broad range
of patients, including thosewith complex disc herniations
or recurrent cases. Quantum PLDD may offer particular
benefits to patients who have not achieved the desired
outcomes with previous PLDDmethods (6).

3. Procedural Characteristics

Each PLDD method has distinct procedural
characteristics:

- LaserPLDD: LaserPLDDinvolves the insertionof a laser
probe into the disc to vaporize a portion of the nucleus
pulposus. The aim is to reduce disc pressure and alleviate
nerve compression. Although laser PLDD offers the
advantages of minimally invasive procedures, outpatient
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treatment, and potential fast recovery, it is associated
with variable success rates, the risk of disc reherniation,
and potential thermal damage to surrounding tissues,
including adjacent vertebral end-plates.

- RF PLDD: Radiofrequency utilizes thermal energy
generated by a radiofrequency probe to coagulate and
shrink the herniated disc. By reducing disc volume
and relieving nerve compression, RF PLDD provides
a minimally invasive approach with the potential for
rapid symptom relief. Both pulsed and conventional
RF techniques are employed. Conventional RF delivers
continuous thermal energy, while pulsed RF delivers
intermittent bursts to modulate neural activity without
risk of thermal injury.

- Quantum PLDD: Quantum PLDD represents a newer
technique that utilizes advanced technology for precise
energy delivery to the disc. This method aims to remove a
portion of the disc nucleus, effectively reducing pressure
on the nerves. Quantum PLDD offers advantages such
as enhanced precision, controlled tissue removal, and
the potential for improved outcomes. However, limited
availability, high costs, and theneed for further research to
establish long-termeffectiveness are potential limitations.

4. Patient Outcomes

Patient outcomes serve as crucial measures of the
effectiveness of PLDDmethods. While outcomes may vary
based on individual patient factors, there are notable
differences to consider when comparing the three
methods:

- Laser disc decompression: Laser PLDD has shown
variable success rates in pain relief and functional
improvement. Some studies report favorable outcomes,
particularly for contained disc herniations and shorter
symptom duration. However, the risk of disc reherniation
following Laser PLDD is a concern, and the long-term
durability of outcomes remains an area of debate (7, 8).

- RFPLDD:Radiofrequencyhasdemonstratedmoderate
success rates in terms of pain relief and functional
improvement. It has shown efficacy in reducing disc
volume and relieving nerve compression, leading to
symptom resolution in many patients (2). However,
like laser PLDD, there is a risk of disc reherniation, and
long-term follow-up studies are needed to ascertain the
durability of outcomes (9).

The comparison between conventional RF and pulsed
RF techniques in PLDD is still a topic of debate, as clinical
evidence comparing the two approaches is limited. Some
studies suggest that pulsed RF may offer advantages
in reducing the risk of tissue damage and minimizing
post-procedural pain compared to conventional RF.

However, more high-quality studies are needed to draw
definitive conclusionsabout thecomparativeeffectiveness
of these techniques.

Combination techniques exploring the added
potential of conventional RF and pulsed RF have also
undergone scrutiny. The rationale underlying these
integrated techniques lies in merging the tissue ablation
prowess of conventional RF with the neuromodulatory
effects of pulsed RF. These combined approaches aim to
deliver comprehensive relief frompainbyaddressingboth
the physical compression of nerves and the modulation
of pain signals. Nonetheless, the available evidence
supporting the effectiveness of such combination
techniques is limited, necessitating further studies to
establish their clinical efficacy and safety.

- Quantum PLDD: Being a nascent approach,
there exists only a modest body of data pertaining to
patient outcomes in quantum PLDD. Nevertheless, this
technique’s precision and controlled tissue removal
capabilities offer promising prospects for enhanced
results. Preliminary studies indicate favorable pain relief
and functional improvement, possibly accompanied by
a reduced risk of disc reherniation. Extensive research is
warranted to ascertain its long-term effectiveness and to
compare it with other PLDDmethods.

It is imperative to underscore that various factors,
including the severity of disc herniation, pre-existing
conditions, and patient compliance with post-procedural
rehabilitation, may influence patient outcomes.
Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of patient
characteristics and expectations is critical when
determining themost suitable PLDD technique.

5. Conclusions

In summary, laser, RF, and quantum PLDD techniques
present viable alternatives to traditional open discectomy.
While laser and RF PLDD have been extensively studied,
quantum PLDD exhibits promising potential that
necessitates further investigation. Pain specialists must
carefully consider patient selection criteria, procedural
characteristics, and patient outcomes when making a
choice regarding the PLDD technique. In a country with
limited resources like Iran, economic issues also play an
important role in choosing the applicable method for
patients (10). A comprehensive understanding of these
considerations will assist pain specialists in selecting the
most appropriate PLDDmethod for individual patients.
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